Glee Club Tour Seen Successful & Thrilling

"it was the thrill of my lifetime."

So spoke William L. Paolino, President of Providence College Glee Club, when summarizing his reaction on the club's recent tour to New York and Pennsylvania. His elation was echoed by the club's directors, Rev. Leo S. Cannon, O.P., and Rev. Raymond B. St. George, O.P., who termed the tour as "highly successful and a tribute to Providence College."

The appointment of Joseph J. Valky as associate editor included the appointment of Joseph J. Valky as associate editor.

Glee Club Carlin, a history major from Pawtucket, R. I., is a member of the current editorial staff, as is Valky, a Letters major from Barrington N. R. I. Among his other activities at the College, Carlin is a member of the History Club, Alhambra, the Blackstone Valley Club, and the Pyramid Players. In the latter organization, he has had prominent roles in "Command of the History Club."

According to Paolino, the tour commenced on a high note with a joint concert with Marymount College of New York City on Friday evening, April 10. This concert was highlighted by the appearance of the noted soprano Miss Gina Braniscome, who directed the club in "The Lord is Our Fortress" the number that arranged especially for the club. Paulino stated that Miss Braniscome had heard the club at last year's Marymount concert, as a member of the audience, and so impressed that she arranged the selection for the glee club concert was also marked by a tremendous standing ovation which thrilled the Providence delegation.

Saturday afternoon found the songsters at The Combined Concert of the First Annual Catholic Intercollegiate Glee Club Festival in Scranton. This was a joint concert with Providence, Fordham, Holy Cross, King's, LeMoyne, St. John's, and the host club, Scranton, participating this the 400,000 members of the various clubs were seated at the Festival Hall, which proved to be one of the top highlights of the tour.

The Glee Club, on Sunday afternoon, participated in Festival competitions at the other college. "Although it was won by Fordham University," commented Paolino, "Providence performed extremely well and it was the generally agreed upon opinion of the performers and the audience that we weren't very far behind. Our competition per.

Cine-Friars Show Films To Shut-Ins

Bringing an evening's movie entertainment to those who are physically incapable of getting out to the theater is the objective of the Cine-Friars. Each month sixteen members of the Camera Club, journey to homes of shut-ins in the metropolitan Providence area and show short feature-length films for the benefit of their handicapped viewers.

The Cine-Friars were organized in 1952 by Rev. William Clark, O.F., former head of the sociology department and moderator of the Camera Club, who died two years ago. In previous years, recruits for the Cine-Friars had been sociology majors. This year, however, members of the Camera Club undertook the supervision of eight two-man teams to show the films.

A list of shut-ins is furnished to the Camera Club at the beginning of each year by the Community Workshop, a division of the United Fund of Rhode Island. In accordance with the list, a schedule is devised whereby each client receives a monthly visit from the Cine-Friars.

Physicist From MIT Discusses Particles

Dr. David O. Caldwell, Associate Professor of Physics at MIT, addressed a group of science majors Monday afternoon, April 20, on the topic of "Physics of Elementary Particles."

Dr. Caldwell's talk was part of the new Visiting Scientist Program, under which professors from other schools visit this campus to present their views on controversial scientific topics. As conceived (Continued on Page 3)

Glee Club Carlin

Carlin Appointed Yearbook Editor

The appointment of David R. Carlin as editor-in-chief of next year's Veritas, was announced by Rev. Charles B. Quirk, O.P. This announcement also included the appointment of Joseph J. Valky as associate editor.

Carlin, a history major from Pawtucket, R. I., is a member of the current editorial staff, as is Valky, a Letters major from Barrington N. R. I. Among his other activities at the College, Carlin is a member of the History Club, Alhambra, the Blackstone Valley Club, and the Pyramid Players. In the latter organization, he has had prominent roles in "Command of the History Club."

Junior Tom Grady and sophomore Charles McAree have been retained as presidents of their respective classes as a result of this month's voting. Both were returned to office by a large margin. Grady was re-elected for the fourth straight time. He promised more active senior activities and thanked his supporters for their consideration.

Charlie McAree, a political science major from West Haven, Conn., made the following statement for the Cine-Friars: "I am gratified from the overwhelming vote of confidence placed in me. Now that the elections are over, it is time to plan forward plans for ring standardization, and I am planning some sort of added social activity in the fall.

"Successful Year"

"We have just completed an outstanding and unique senior year, and can boast of a really solvent treasury. In my dual capacity as president of the Student Congress, I will look out for the class interests in that organization."

He also went on to extend his appreciation to Mr. Geary, his opponent and the incumbent vice-president, for his work during the past year and to welcome in the new officers. He promised to make next year the greatest in class history.

 Tight Race

The junior class race for the office of vice-president was a close fight all the way down to the wire. Of the four junior candidates, Reilly defeated his opponent and the incumbent vice-president, for his work during the past year and to welcome in the new officers. He promised to make next year the greatest in class history.
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Boyd Granted Fulbright

Tuebingen U. For Veritas Head
George E. Boyd, senior German major from East Providence, has been awarded a Fulbright scholarship to subsidize his graduate study in a foreign country.

Boyd plans to study German literature and language at Eberhard Karls University at Tuebingen, Germany. The Fulbright scholarship is a grant permitting students to participate in the International Exchange Program of the United States Government. The basic purpose of this program is to increase good will and understanding between the people of the United States and the people of other countries, through the exchange of students, teachers, university lecturers, and research scholars.

Boyd and the other grantees who will study in Germanic countries will set sail from New York in September, 1959. The duration of his German tenure will be the ten month academic year of 1959-60.

During his years at Providence College, Boyd has been an active member and the current vice-president of the Pyramidal Players, a frequent visitor at Aquinas Society meetings, and a member of both the History and German departments. George's current position as editor of the Veritas, PC yearbook, includes him as one of the four year's work on staff.

In reply to the standard question "How do you feel when you learned of your good fortune?", George answered, "I hollered, screamed! I just read the first sentence and hollered to myself in the next room, 'I'm going to Germany!'"

If he did, the odds are he'll be helping out right back for America's most popular cigarette. Nothing else gives you the rich tobacco flavor and easygoing mildness of Camel's costly blend. It stands to reason: the best tobacco makes the best smoke.

Instead of flats and fancy stuff...

Have a real cigarette - have a CAMEL

"Ten to one he forgot the Camels!"
High School Debaters Throng Hawkins; PC Debate Tournament Is Great Success

Twenty-four schools from Rhode Island, Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Hampshire participated in the Second Annual New England Secondary School Debate Tournament at the Providence City Hall, Saturday, April 18.

The Laecadean Debate Society of the Providence College, O.P., moderator, hosted the debaters who discussed the topical resolution, "Resolved, that the United States should adopt the essential elements of the British system of education.

Awards Presented
Gold cups were awarded to the affirmative team, Holy Family High School of New Bedford, Mass., and to the negative team, the Academy of the Sacred Heart, Fall River, Mass. Each of the four members of the winning teams was presented with silver medals to commemorate his achievement.

Individual honors were taken by Leon Morse of Winnacunnet High School, Hampton, New Hampshire, who was declared best speaker and by Ann Levesque of Dominican Academy, Fall River, as top negative speaker.

Both received a gold medal for their efforts.

Chairman James M. Geary called the assembled debaters to order and welcomed the students with the following toast: "The American Academy vice-president of the College College, pairings for the debate were completed and the contestants began the first of three rounds of competitive debating.

Nine Colleges Participate
Students from nine colleges in Rhode Island, Maine and Connecticut served as judges for the tournament. Each college gave a familiar function as guides, the Friars Club also acted as chairmen of the three rounds of debate.

Upon the completion of two rounds of debating, contestants who had been judged "slightly delinquent" by the supervisory staff, adjourned and proceeded to the cafeteria, where they were received as guests of the College. After luncheon the final round was completed and the judges selected the winning teams and speakers.

Mr. Michael F. Walsh, Chairman of Education in Rhode Island, gave an address and handed out the awards to the winning contestants.

VERITAS EDITOR

(Continued from Page 1)

"Slightly Delinquent." He is serving in the U.S. Navy at immature age to be young in years, and wants next to be an automobile. He is serving in the U.S. Navy at immature age to be young in years, and wants next to be a member of the Automobile Club of Rhode Island.

Mr. Paul Hanavay will be editor of the student newspaper this fall. He is serving in the U.S. Navy at immature age to be young in years, and wants next to be a member of the Automobile Club of Rhode Island.

Mr. Michael F. Walsh, Chairman of Education in Rhode Island, gave an address and handed out the awards to the winning contestants.

FROST WEEKEND COLLEGE

General plans have been completed for the Frost Weekend, according to committee chairman Jim McLean. The dates are May 1 and 2.
Frosh Proposal...

An officer of the class of 1962 has proposed that freshman class elections be held after the other classes have held their ballots. We wholeheartedly support this idea and recommend that the Student Congress set plans in motion to effect the change.

The fiasco of frosh elections this year dramatizes that the process is not only unfair, it is hardly adequate. Although the freshman class can hold successful elections under the present system, the situation is hardly ideal. Many pitfalls could be easily avoided simply by changing the date of the frosh elections to a few weeks later.

Freshmen, even after almost a year, are still neo­

lies in the college arena; they learn by observing the process to be supporting their weeklies. If other classes are to hold elections previous to the frosh campaign, the yearlings could observe the procedure and customs of the College regarding nominations, campaigns, posters, and so on. Now they receive this information second hand or not at all. But how could one remain unaware of elections when he has to dodge posters in order to get to class?

We see this proposal as quite significant. First of all, it came from a fresh­men; secondly, it seems a frontal answer to at least some of the problems which plague college freshmen in their efforts to adjust.

Visit the Sick...

This week's COWL contains an article explaining the work of the Cine-Friars, a branch of the Camera Club. The Cine-Friars each give one night a month to provide movie entertainment for the physically handicapped. They have been doing this all year.

Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the Cine­Friars is the quiet, unassuming way in which they tackle their job. They exemplify the Christian attitude; indeed, their sole purpose is the fulfillment of one of the corporal works of mercy. Their actions are a credit to their own industry and to the college in general.

The Cine-Friars have thus far resisted all temptation to establish themselves as a separate club. We salute their prudence in this matter, for they have avoided the pitfalls of independence, of meeting单独 with no increased support from fellow students, etc., which bogs down so many organizations. The sponsor­ship of the Camera Club seems more than sufficient for any organizational problems which the Cine-Friars might encounter.

It is generally recognized that the motive force of the Cine-Friars resides in Leonard Paris, Jr., '69. We con­gratulate Lenny and his associates and feel sure that their fine work will continue to grow in scope as well as fervor.

Unless a Catholic College differs from a non­

sectarian school in its Catholicity, it loses justification for existence. The Cine-Friars typify that distinction.

Proof of the Pudding...

The Class of 1962 has recently been cited in various circles for alleged shortcomings regarding elections and other endeavors. We feel that some of this criticism is undeserved, and is already proving fruitful. A slight "rocking the boat" seems to have brought out a good deal of the spirit and enthusiasm among the members of the freshman class.

I feel that the freshmen can and will vindicate themselves in the forthcoming Freshman Weekend. The class has already made plans for the event, which includes several excellent new features. The traditional "Ride Lonesome" has been highlighted by an unusual decoration scheme of four­

foot Oriental murs. The frosh are also planning to hold the grotto, which we consider an excellent idea.

We are confident that our friends in the freshman class can establish that class among the finest. The spirit and enthusiasm which the frosh has already demonstrated is hardly indicative of such an existence.

Letters to the Editor...

Dear Editor:

I feel that the editorial con­

cerning frosh elections, printed in last week's COWL was justi­

fied. The need for these elections must be considered to complete the picture.

Additionally, an instance everyone else, returned from an extended vacation, and, while still remote from the events of the week, plunged into a week of exams. After the final, the frosh to whom college life is still quite new. We are also handicapped by the fact that the election bulletin, which was posted on the day we returned from va­

cation, was not read by many, and so often is the case with bulletin.

To avoid a similar occurrence in future years, I suggest that frosh elections be held after the other classes. In this way, the enthusiasm of the upperclassmen would or­

ganize the competitive spirit of the frosh.

The Class of '62 has tre­

ured the campus as demonstrated by our NIT attendance and in the Marboro halftime show. I also hope to demonstra­

te Frosh Weekend.

Respectfully yours,

TOM GORDON

TO THE CLASS OF '62 FELLOW CLASSMATES:

I want to congratulate my fellow classmates and the other victors Tom Grady, Phil Kelly, and Walt Savage for their victory in the recent elec­

tions.

Also I would like to thank the members of the class for the privilege of being your class president.

I know Tom, Phil, and Walt and myself will work toward this task with all our might.

Gene McCarthy

TO THE CLASS OF 1960 FELLOW ALUMNI:

I wish to sincerely thank all the members of the class of '60, and especially to those members who are a part of the Student Government. I wish to thank all of you for your help and for your contribution to the success of our class.

I also wish to thank all the members of the class of '60, and especially to those members who are a part of the Student Government. I wish to thank all of you for your help and for your contribution to the success of our class.
MOVIE MAKERS...

(Continued from Page 2) running for twenty-five minutes, is truly a pioneer and precedent-setting accomplishment. On advertising, it covers a very important aspect of today's business world."

The idea of movie making by students who cannot find a visual training aid may indeed catch on and establish a precedent. Various educators have often maintained that a film on a particular subject can save thousands of words.

This "epic" movie was produced and directed by Robert Tremble. The story was co-written by Paul Tougas and Robert Tremble, with technical assistance from the Providence Journal Co., and the Shepard Company. Paul Tougas is the narrator. The whole project is under the moderation of Mr. Louis C. FitzGerald, senior advertising instructor of the business administration department. Al Tavares, a fellow student, handled the lighting.

"Tub-thumper" Sykes said that director and producer Tremble has been very active on campus with the Camera Club and the Ship and Scales Club. He is vice-president of Valley Sound, a distributor of sound and movie equipment from Springfield, Mass. Hence, he has a good background in this Hollywood field.

Paul Tougas is a veteran. Paul merits dual credit, as he not only narrates the film, but his wife also serves as a participating actress.

Fellow seniors Jim Tooney and Bill Thibeau were members of the planning committee.

Physics Club...

(Continued from Page 1) by the Administration and the heads of the science departments, this program should prove to be of interest to both science majors and students in general, who are interested in the latest developments in the natural sciences.

At the start of his discussion, Dr. Caldwell showed how the scientists' attempts to formulate the laws which govern the behavior of elementary particles are very similar to the attempts of a person to learn the rules of a game, such as baseball, by observing a number of games and noting the things that recur.

One of the main difficulties in such research is the fact that the particles under consideration are extremely small in size. For example, if an electron, one of the principal particles of the atom, were as heavy as a ping pong ball, the ping pong ball would be as heavy as the earth.

In another talk earlier in the day, the prominent physicist described the development of machines such as accelerators and betatrons which are used to accelerate the elementary particles. He pointed out the great size and cost of these machines, saying that some of the circular ones are now approaching one mile in circumference; and one of the linear machines, now under construction at Stanford University, will be two miles long and will be enclosed in a mountain tunnel.

NEWLY ELECTED officers of the New Haven Club were announced following their election last Monday evening. In the left foreground is president Bill Donohue. Standing in the background are fellow officers Dave Ellis, Treasurer; Tom McKeon, Vice-President; and Al Esposito, Secretary. All of the new officers are Juniors.

Concert Tour...

(Continued from Page 1) performance was outstanding and I was most proud of the group."

Following the Scranton Festival, the Friar Larks went on to Immaculata, Pa., for a joint concert with the Immaculata College Glee Club, consisting of 120 voices. This, too, was an outstanding success and it was the general feeling of the club's officers that it will be repeated next year. After a night's layover in New York City, the Glee Club returned to Providence last Wednesday morning.

Remaining on the club's calendar for this season are joint concerts with St. Francis Hospital School of Nursing of Hartford on April 29, and with Bridgewater State Teachers College on May 2. The club's activities will end with its annual banquet, details of which will be announced at a later date.
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WIN WITH WIN WITH WIN WITH

COLLEGE PUZZLE CONTEST
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

2 GRAND PRIZES

Rambler "American"!
Big-car roominess...
small-car economy...
tops in performance!

WIN A RAMBLER STATION WAGON!

LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UP! 3 great cigarettes offer you 627 chances to win! So pick your pack—save the six wrappers—and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real smoking pleasure all the way!

ENTER OFTEN—HAVE FUN—AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "right" answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a good will be given her by state's E - X." Either "PIN" (PIN) or "PEN" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff, and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!

RULES—PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college students and college faculty members except employees and their immediate families of Ligget & Myers and its advertising agencies.
2. Fill in all missing letters...print clearly. Use of obscure, archaic, variant or foreign words prohibited. After you have completed the puzzle, send it along with six empty package wrappers of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any one of the three brands) to: Ligget & Myers, P. O. Box 271, New York 46, N.Y. Enter as often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each entry. Eligible entries will not be considered.
3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight, Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight, Friday, June 5, 1959.
4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards Corporation, an independent judging organization, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought and solution. In the event of ties, contestants will be required to complete in 25 words or less the following statement: "My favorite cigarette is (Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because..." Entries will be judged on originality, aptness and correctness and by the Bruce-Richards Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded in event of first time. Eligible entries will not be considered. By entering all entrees agree that the decision of the judges shall be final and binding.
5. Solutions must be the original work of the contestants submitting them. All entries become the property of Ligget & Myers and none will be returned.
6. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as possible after completion of the contest.
7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State and local laws and regulations.

25 SECOND PRIZES:

COLUMBIA STEREOPHONIC 4-24 SECS
"Big Stereo" style...engineered for the most
exacting taste.

100 THIRD PRIZES:

EMERSON TRANSISTOR RADIOS
Packed with power...plays 1500 hrs. on 1 set
of batteries

500 FOURTH PRIZES:

Cartons of America's finest cigarettes

HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959

PRINT CLEARLY! ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH

Mail to: Ligget & Myers, P. O. Box 271, New York 46, New York. Be sure to attach six empty package wrappers of the same brand (or facsimile) from Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes.

Name of College

Address

This entry must be postmarked before midnight, May 29, 1959, and received at P. O. Box 271, New York 46, New York, by midnight, June 5, 1959.

CLUES ACROSS:

1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air.
2. Some college students...
3. When at...Light up an Oasis.
4. Linking ship's direction.
5. One cigarette...discussions in a sociology class.
6. A student's carillon...might annoy a short-story instructor.
7. Initiates of Uruguay and Denmark.
8. Germanium (chem.)
9. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
10. Yesterday's word...will mean to you when you pick a horse to bet on.
11. Sometimes a girl on a date must...
12. The match-builder's...
13. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
14. Campers will probably be ...
15. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first ...
16. At home.
17. Letter in Arts (Abbr.)
18. Familiar for faculty member.
19. January in Arts (Abbr.)
20. One could appear quite harmless at times.
21. Reverse the first part of "L&M".

CLUES DOWN:

1. The beginning and end of pleasure.
2. A rural...
3. Second and third letters of OASIS.
4. These were four colors that should be confusing and puzzling to remember for this crossword.
5. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
6. Author (Abbr.)
7. District Attorney (Abbr.)
8. From Peru should please the average woman.
9. A...
10. An invertebrate traveler will ...
11. About distant lands.
12. Very hard to study.
14. How Metricans say..."Yes".
15. All L&M cigarettes are...
16. High in smoking pleasure.
17. A decisive factor in winning a horse race.
18. Initiates of Oklahoma, Iona, Rutgers and Emerson.
21. College for place where the finest tobaccos are traded for L&M.
22. Part of "American" (Abbr.)
23.Filter ends.
24. What Abbr might be called.
25. Bachelor of Education degree.
By JIM CARROLL

Providence has certainly been the home of champions this year. In the fall, the harriers of Coach Harry Coates won the Rhode Island State Championship and finished third in New England.

This past winter, the exploits of the Black and White's basketball team were heralded throughout the nation as well as creating untold stir here in Little Rhody. Today, a salute is due to another team of champions, the Shamrocks of the Intramural League sponsored by the Carolan Club.

Captained by Jim McLean, the Shamrocks emerged victorious for the second consecutive year by decisively whipping the Metropolitan Club in two straight outings. The depth-laden Dormies simply had too many guns for the talent thin New Yorkers.

John McBennetl was the big gun in the first encounter. An unexpected scoring spurt by the diminutive guard iced the game and sent the defending Champs off to a one-game lead. Capable performances were also turned in by Bruce Dunn, Alex Lachiatto, Jack Bagshaw and McLean.

The following evening, Tommy Glennon spearheaded the winners' attack, putting on an effective shooting exhibition and snaring numerous important rebounds. The successful season and tourney served as a tribute to club president Bill Clifford.

As the season progresses, it has become evident that Coach Bob Murray believes that stringing along with his rookie sophomores will be more beneficial to the dream than relying on the more experienced veterans on the squad.

This attitude has provoked some rather bitter feelings on the team on the part of the bench-riding veterans. However, it seems that the talented sophs have begun to blossom under Murray's careful handling. This would appear to strengthen the varsity mentor's position.

It also should be pointed out that when given the opportunity to show their wares, the rebuked upperclassmen failed to particularly impress onlookers by their supposedly superior diamond ability. At least the sophs have shown a refreshing brand of hustling, scrapping baseball.

While on the subject, it certainly is discouraging to witness the large number of called strikes that have been slipped past the weak hitting Friars. Opposing pitchers must sometimes wonder what causes the PC batsmen to suffer these prolonged 'watching' spells. Time and again hitters who can least afford it have fallen behind by taking one, two and, on occasion, even three strikes. In the Brown game of two weeks ago, two timely rallies were choked off as a result of this glaring error.

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
FOUNDED 1906
Approved by the American Bar Association
Day, Evening and Graduate Divisions
Coeeducational

Full-time Day Division: September 23, 1959
Part-time Evening Division: September 16, 1959

Scholarships available for outstanding applicants

For catalogue, application and information, address:
REGISTRAR, Suffolk University Law School
20 Derne Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts
CAPitol 7-1043

CARROLL'S COMMENTS

Suffolk University Law School

Sammartino Manufacturing Jewelers
42 years
1465 Elmwood Ave.
Tel. 1-8042
Francis M. Dwyer

R HASKINS

Pharmacy

Your Prescription Center
Two Registered Pharmacists on Duty
Albert F. Lilla, B.S., Ph.G., Prop.
895 SMITH STREET

Carroll's Comments

By JIM CARROLL

Providence has certainly been the home of champions this year. In the fall, the harriers of Coach Harry Coates won the Rhode Island State Championship and finished third in New England.

This past winter, the exploits of the Black and White's basketball team were heralded throughout the nation as well as creating untold stir here in Little Rhody. Today, a salute is due to another team of champions, the Shamrocks of the Intramural League sponsored by the Carolan Club.

Captained by Jim McLean, the Shamrocks emerged victorious for the second consecutive year by decisively whipping the Metropolitan Club in two straight outings. The depth-laden Dormies simply had too many guns for the talent thin New Yorkers.

John McBennetl was the big gun in the first encounter. An unexpected scoring spurt by the diminutive guard iced the game and sent the defending Champs off to a one-game lead. Capable performances were also turned in by Bruce Dunn, Alex Lachiatto, Jack Bagshaw and McLean.

The following evening, Tommy Glennon spearheaded the winners' attack, putting on an effective shooting exhibition and snaring numerous important rebounds. The successful season and tourney served as a tribute to club president Bill Clifford.

As the season progresses, it has become evident that Coach Bob Murray believes that stringing along with his rookie sophomores will be more beneficial to the dream than relying on the more experienced veterans on the squad.

This attitude has provoked some rather bitter feelings on the team on the part of the bench-riding veterans. However, it seems that the talented sophs have begun to blossom under Murray's careful handling. This would appear to strengthen the varsity mentor's position.

It also should be pointed out that when given the opportunity to show their wares, the rebuked upperclassmen failed to particularly impress onlookers by their supposedly superior diamond ability. At least the sophs have shown a refreshing brand of hustling, scrapping baseball.

While on the subject, it certainly is discouraging to witness the large number of called strikes that have been slipped past the weak hitting Friars. Opposing pitchers must sometimes wonder what causes the PC batsmen to suffer these prolonged 'watching' spells. Time and again hitters who can least afford it have fallen behind by taking one, two and, on occasion, even three strikes. In the Brown game of two weeks ago, two timely rallies were choked off as a result of this glaring error.

HOW TO MAKE $25

Take a word—garbage, for example. With it, you can make the contents of an auto junk yard (junkage), Hollywood refuse (trashage), incinerator dust (ashbage) or glass-factory rejects (jarbage). That's Thinklish—and it's that easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best—you're check is itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste of a LUCKY STRIKE

Product of The American Tobacco Company—"Tobacco is our middle name"
Crusaders Defeat PC On Jim Farino's 1-Hitter

Holy Cross College opened Providence Saturday afternoon 3-0 on the strength of Jim Farino's one-hitter. The game was played in Worcester, Mass.

Johnny Allen's long double with one out, Red Riordan fly to left and Allen wound wide open when a single and singled.

Chest and continued into foul off first baseman Jim Riordan's broke the string with a single in the eighth, Lew Panella less as Plane set the home in the third frame when five while striking out eight the loss, though he gave up Friars out twice in the tilt. In the second frame, the bizarre type, and walked the loss, though he gave up.

On Jim Farino's 1-Hitter

Behind Bob was Charlie Goetz. Behind Bob was Charlie Goetz. Mouth. New Hampshire. Right won by the Worcester AC.

Guglielmo heads Murraymen In Addition To Mound Chores

This year's baseball captain has been aptly described as a "little guy with a lot of talent." But as a leader of his team 5'7" Joe Guglielmo ranks among the giants in the true sense of the term.

Frosh Diamond Men Edge Nichols

Behind 3-Hit Pitching Of Hodgkins

Coach Vin Cuddy's freshman baseball nine won the opening game of their 15 game slate, downing Nichols Junior College by a score of 5-1 behind the pitching of Jim Hodgkins, former standout from La Salle Academy.

The Friars won the contest with a pair of two-run innings. The first, Barry Nicholas singled and later scored on a single by Joe Evans. At try followed with another single, scoring Nicholas and sending Evans to third. Simonds hit the ball into foul fly, scoring Evans with the final Friar run.

Both hurlers turned in credible performances on the mound, though each gave up one double and a pair of singles, while walking two and striking out.

Smith allowed the Friar three singles, all singles, and he also yielded a pair of free passes. He fanned six hitters while going the route for the losers.

Both clubs looked good on the offensive, with the Friars having the advantage of a sacrifice fly and White came up with a bases-loaded walk to drive home the winning run of the contest.

Freshman Nick Mezzanotte got a good start in his attempt to lead his team to victory, but his performance took a knock in the fifth, when Bobby Giampuala had four for four for Bridport while Dino Muro had four for four for Bridport while Dino Muro, and later drilled a sacrifice fly, scoring Evans with the final Friar run.

Season Closes For Providence Range Experts

Master Sergeant Ronald Orchard announced the completion of the Providence College Rifle team season by releasing plans for a team outing to be held in the near future.

This year marked the most successful season in Providence rifling history and was marked by several outstanding team goals and individual performances. M'SGT Orchard voiced his pride in being associated with this year's ninemans and east, anxious eyes on next year's prospects.

Orchard expressed particular pleasure with the captain of the PC marksmen, senior Jim Flanagan. "His outstanding leadership and steady influence on the team proved to be invaluable in the compiling of our excellent record."

"No more could be asked of a captain than that contributed by Jim. We'll miss him sorely next year, the fellows on the team will have quite a job filling his shoes when they see him in a college uniform," said Orchard when pressed for a statement.

The exploits of Jim Flanagan, Orchard released the information that next year's leader will be elected at a special meeting to be held next week and will be announced exclusively in the COWL on April 28.

Racketmen Lose In First Encounters

The PC Tennis Team inaugurated its initial season Tuesday, bowing to Rhode Island University, 6-3. George Deveraux and Leon Conner captured their singles matches, then teamed together to take their doubles encounter for the Friars.

On Thursday, the Tennis succumbed to Brown University 5-6. Bob Conner's fielding, which ranks as one of the most powers in the East. Here again, Conner and Deveraux played strong games, only to lose in close battles.

Gym Closed

Providence College Athletic officials announced this week that the Alumni Hall gymnasium will be closed to students as of this weekend and for the remaining week of classes.

The announcement also specifi- that beginning next Monday, April 27, the gymnasium will also be closed weekday. The closing rule will also be in effect for the remainder of the year.

DEFEATS CROSS

At Here he has been defeated a couple of times, with his best effort a 2-0 victory over Holy Cross. In that game he pitched a no-hitter.

"That was my greatest thrill in College," he remarked. As to no-hitters, Chuck has chuckled to say, "Yes, I've had three and a half in high school and three in the fast West Haven Twilight League.

The amicable right-hander added that he did not pitch to win. This year a combination of too many curves and the cold weather limiting us to three days of practice made my wish. And I hope I'll be able to throw right for Boston College Wednesday."

Despite the disappointing start the Friars have had thus far, Guglielmo has captured the enthusiasm of the administration and team spirit. The "Goog" can be properly classified as "a gifted and a good" player, a world of determination and a strong right arm.

While we are mentioning hit- ers Joe had a few words of praise for Joe Cafarella, the "giant of the year's nimrods and baseball spirit."

"He's a natural, just great, and what makes him even better is that he loves the game. He's the only one who knows how to do it."

And speaking of going places, Joe himself has had over a half dozen offers. When asked about the prospects for the con- tract after graduation he re- plied, "I'm not sure what the possibilities are, I only hope that I get a chance. Being 5'7" it has its disadvan- tages, especially when pitching. But I'd like to prove them that I can make it."

Young Club

As far as this year is concerned he commented: "we just have not gone places. We're a good club and it's young. Seven of the nine starters the other day were freshmen. I hope we get going soon."

And as regards Bob Murray, he's a great guy and I think he's a very good coach. One thing about him, he's a great.struck out fourteen Crusaders, by his team. Mr. Murray always thinks of his boys first, and he knows more baseball than any people realize."